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Buongiorno ROMA !
Habemus Papam

The night that Papa
Francesco was elected,
and we were there not
very far away. Standing
next to the BELLS !

Being in Rome at this
time is really amazing
and it is something
which I never thought I
would be doing, if anyone had asked me
20yrs or so ago if I
would like to go to
Rome I probably would
have said no – and so
when entering the
monastery I knew that
it would never happen
now. But here I am –
here in the heart of the
life of the Church and
witnessing one of the
most spectacular moments in history.
I left England at the beginning of March in
cold, frost and snowy
weather only to arrive
in Rome that evening in
rain, and to find out the
next morning that we

are in the heat and
it felt like a typical
British summer!
Half of me thought
‘why did I ever
pack the way I
did?’, well I did
find out later on
and it turned out for
the best.
There were 25 of us
from across the
world taking part in
this years Monastic
Formator’s Program and we
stayed with the
Spanish sisters, the
Companions of St.
Teresa of Jesus in
the Val Cannuta,
Rome. This was a
10 min walk or so to
the Metro station or
the bus which was
down our street.
As I am part of a
group doing a Monastic Formation
Program we decided on Tues evening to have a
change of schedule
so instead of having our mass together with lauds
on Wednesday
morning we decided to take a unplanned trip to see

where St. Peter’s
Basilica was and to
join in with mass at
5pm in Italian. Just
to walk inside was
fantastic but when
it came to the mass
the last line of the
Gospel reading
meant a lot to me
and I had wondered if this was
the holy spirit giving me an indication of something
for it read, ‘…I do
not seek my own
will but the will of
the one who sent
me…’ from John 5.
For that was very
instrumental in my
own life a few years
previous and still is
very much.
Anyhow, despite
the pouring rain St.
Peter’s Square was
already filling up at

at 5.30pm and brollies were very much
in evidence……. So
once we had to leave
the Basillica for it was
shutting, at 6.30 we
made our way down
the side steps and just
waited – there was an
immense atmosphere
which is really undescribable but just after 7pm when the
smoke came out, the
roar said it all! For
where our little group
stood, in one way we
couldn’t have been
more perfect we
couldn’t see the
smoke as it was round
the corner but we
were right next to the
bell and about 70ft or
so away from the balcony it was some-
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Mother Abbess with Sr.
Maureen of Jamberoo
Abbey, Australia at
Monte Cassino….

We were shown
all round Rome,
and visited so
many
different
places that it will
be so hard to say
everything about
the course so I
will do my best to
tell a little of
some
of
the
places we went to.

When the bells started
to ring we all tried to
ring through to people
but after many failed
attempts on my part I
gave up because the
signal had been
blocked! When the announcement came with
the famous words ‘ Habemus Papam’ then
everyone just was exstatic emotions were
high indeed, the silence
was incredible you
could just hear a pin
drop. The name came
and it was FRANCESCO!

Let us continue to pray for Papa Francesco......
Palm Sunday Mass: And I got an Olive branch for a
change!

During Holy week we
had some lovely lectures on the Paschal
mystery and really entering fully into this liturgy at this significant
moment. The Mass of
The Lord’s Supper was
held in the Val Cannuta
where we were staying,
on Good Friday we
went to the Venerable
English College for the
3pm Litury. Then in the
evening we took to the
streets and went to the

Colloseum for the Stations of the Cross with
the Holy Father—it was
amazing, lots of people
and it was so quiet and
prayerful. For the Easter
Vigil we went to the
Tutzing sisters on the
outskirts of Rome and
what a Easter Fire we
had!!! Beautiful liturgy!
Easter Sunday was’
Community time’ we
had our own liturgy at
the Val Cannuta then

Touring Roma !
The Reception area at the
Val Cannuta where we
were staying in Rome !

Despite all the long hard
hours working / studying
we also managed thanks to
a well organized schedule
by our two fabulous guides
-Fr Brendan of Belmont and
Fr. Mark of Ampleforth, to
see a lot of the old sights of
Rome and many many
Churches, and we also
came into contact with
many Saints as well. It was
a miracle of how all this
came together really and
blended in very well.
For starters we were there

for the Inauguration Mass
of Pope Francis, Palm Sunday mass in St. Peter’s, the
Chrism Mass, as I have
already mentioned above.
Although we wasn’t there
for the Easter Sunday
Mass, most of us did go for
the Easter Blessing !
We did manage to see the
other three Major Basillicas that is Santa Maria
Maggiorre, John Lateran,
and St. Paul’s outside the
walls..

those of us who wished
went to St. Peter’s for the
Easter Blessing—it was
crowded and hot!
Lunch was very festive and
beautifully decorated and
time to be a family.
This was really nice and we
had a very peaceful time
and soon got on really well
together. We were a
Blessed group that ‘Gelled
together’, or as some of the
group would have said
‘Bonded’ !

We also went to the Piazza
Navona, Santa Maria Sopra
Minerva, Palatine Hill, The
Gesu, the Old Roman Forum,
Circus Maximus, Sant’
Anselmo, the Venerable English College, the Catacombs of
Priscilla. Then there were visits outside of Rome to Monte
Cassino, Subiaco, Vitorchiano,
Casamari. Also there was a
visit to the San Egidio Community which is a lay community
in the centre of Rome, and
many other places. On any free
time we had we could go to
visit any places we chose to
visit, and that wasn’t much!!!
But what an experience, I’ll
never forget it and wouldn’t
want it any other way!
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My overall impression of
Rome was filled with a lot
of contrasted thoughts. I
guess I expected a lot of
good modern buildings
and instead I was faced
with the opposite as some
of the buildings looked
rather tatty and neglected,
then next to them were
really good modern ones.
The atmosphere I didn’t
really notice much till
nearer the end of my 7
week spell there in which I
discovered that it was
really dirty for when the
rain poured down everything was mucky afterwards and the rain spots
were brown….totally unhealthy I thought.

tle and bustle, in otherwords where ever you
went, either by Bus or by
Metro, it was CROWDED,
and one time my friend
mentioned this and was
told, ‘don’t be polite just
get on’ andpush ! So we
did, but we were like 2 tins
of sardines squashed into
one tin !! But it was fun and
now everything seems like
a piece of cake.
Our weather was really
and totally glorious in
Rome for March and April
so when we finally did
transfer to Assisi it was a
shock to see the difference
in temperature, more on
that in a while.

What about the work then with all
this study? Who were the
speakers?
1) Sr Aquinata from Rome—who gave an excellent
presentation and breakdown of St. Benedict and his
Rule.
2) Fr Jeremy Driscoll who gave an amazing topic on
Holy week in the Scriptures.
3) Fr. Mark Butlin gave 3 fab presentations on discipleship, community and conversion.
4) Fr Brendan Thomas gave brill presentations via
powerpoint on the Desert Fathers and St. Augustine.
5) Fr. Michael Casey from Tarrawarra in Australia gave
amazing talks on Monastic Formation.
And others gave short presentations in Rome!

Also, there was the fact
that there was a lot of hus-

Time to move to Assisi !
Sadly, it was time to say
Arriverderci ROMA and
head off to ASSISI, which
we did early in the morning and via Greccio where
we celebrated Mass. We
then took a short stop off at
Fonte Colomba and had a
picnic lunch at San Pietro
in Valle, arriving in Assisi
sometime mid-afternoon !
I had mixed emotions
about leaving Rome, because I had gained such a
lot from there, but was also
looking forward to seeing
what Assisi had to give me.
I wasn’t going to be disappointed either.Such a contrast to Rome it was so
beautiful, quiet and
prayerful. In Assisi we
stayed at the Oasi Sacro
Cuore which is opposite of
the coach park so everything was in walking distance for us. In Assisi we
had Monastic History from
Br. Colman of Glenstal,
The call to be Human by
Sr. Maureen, The monastic
sources by Fr. Colomba
Stewart, Lectio and the
Psalms by Abbot Gregory
and finally spiritual accompaniment in the monastic

context by Dom Bernado
Bonowitz.
So this was our content for
the next six weeks and
nothing was going to
slacken off. The feeling in
the group did change
slightly and we were getting to know each other
more.

Santa Chiara’s Basillica—view from where we
were staying at The Oasi

While in Assisi we visited a
new community of Bose
which was interesting in
many ways.

looks effective in one
sense but on the other
rather off putting!

Mass was said at San Francesco’s at the tomb of St.
Francis, also we had mass
at Santa Chiara where the
cross of St. Francis is now.
At Ascension we visited
the Eremo delle carceri
were St. Francis used it as
a retreat place 3 or 4 times
a year for 40—50 days at a
time, and we celebrated
mass there.
We visited Camaldoli
which was also interesting
and the day we visited we
were up in the clouds and
literally! The monks refectory is the photo opposite!

Trinity Sunday saw us off to
Norcia seeing the city, the
birthplace of Saints Benedict & Scholastica. Norcia
was or should I say an interesting place although
very small and condensed
there are alot of meat
shops and cheese shops
practically next to one another with Boars heads
above the doors and outside the shops etc and
plastic pigs on the path it

We had lunch at the
Monastery of St. Anthony the Abbot and
also visited the old
Church of St. Scholastica
which is in ruins now
due to the earthquake it
had in recent times.
Beautiful place though ,
and the statue of St.
Scholastica is still looking pretty ok!
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On the way back home we visited the Abbey of San Eutizio and prayed Vespers there.
Where we stayed it was only 10 mins walk to San Damiano and about 5mins
to Santa Chiara, it also took about 20 mins walk to San Francesco’s. We had
Mass at the Tomb of St. Francis on one occasion and what a Blessed time
that was! The weather was a bit of a drop out for us though as the first week
or so was fine and the last few days we were there were fine but the inbetween bits were wet and cold. You needed your brollie and sun-specs all in
one as one minute it was hot and then the next you were literally caught out
in a thunder storm with torrential rain !
It was a pleasant and happy time in Assisi—we did celebrate a few feast
days and a silver jubilee whilst together, the 6 weeks in Assisi went by so
quickly, then it was time to pack once again and head back off to Rome for
an overnight stop before we all departed to our various destinations. But on
our way back to Rome we did stop off and had lunch at Todi, also stopping
on route at Orvieto.
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Arriverderci Assisi & Roma
ROMA !

Italy or rather Rome & Assisi??

Well if you allow for extra luggage on the way home that’s
fine and I thought I did, but to
my disappointment I was way
over weight but that didn’t
matter in the long run—as
things turned out!

I would say that if I could do
the Monastic Formator’s Program again I would—but know
that its not at all possible its
only a one off, plus everything
is in the Lord’s hands if it his
will then a way will be found
but at the present NO I don’t
think I will be going back……

ABOVE is a group photo of
the women on the course !
There was also time in Assisi
for us to have supper with the
Benedictines and one Sunday
to travel not too far afield to
the Benedictines of Bastia
where we enjoyed a lovely 10
course or so meal at lunch time
and that is NO exaggeration! I
was really sorry to say Goodbye to Assisi as it had the
Lourdes effect on me and I am
deeply grateful for that opportunity and for the graces received!

Above is in Norcia ……..

So it’s time to say ARRIVERDERCI to ASSISI &

So would I want to go back to

So here I am back at Birmingham International waiting for
the train back to Stafford…….

